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•  Four panels, 2 days 
•  Over 100 Participants from 
the DC area 
•  Commands represented 
included ONR, OSD, 
NAVAIR, NAVSEA, USNA, 
NPS, NWC, PEO LCS, NRL, 
DOS, JGRE, Navy Staff 
•  Template for future continuing 
education 




















Project MISSION: Maritime In Situ Sensing 
Inter-Operable Network 
Professor Joe Rice, NPS 
Wave Powered Unmanned Surface Vehicle 
Operation in the Open Ocean: a 
s t a t i o n k e e p i n g a s s e t f o r 
distributed netted systems 
LT Timothy Rochholz, USN 
Mine Burial Expert System for Changing 
MIW Doctrine 
Dr. Peter Chu, NPS 
Channel Modeling and Time Delay 
E s t i m a t i o n  f o r  C l o c k 
Synchronization Among Seaweb 
Nodes 
LCDR Pascal Gagnon, RCN 
NILUS – An Underwater Acoustic Sensor 
Network Demonstrator System 
Dr. Roald Otnes, FFI 
Underwater Acoustic Network as a 
Deployable Range 
ENS Rebecca King, USN 
Tailorable Remote Unmanned Combat Craft 
(TRUCC) 
LCDR Loren Jacobi, USN and LT 
Adam Bush, USN 
Countering Inundation with Innovation: 
Defeating Swarm UAV Threats 
with Aerial Combat Swarms 
Dr. Timothy Chung, NPS 
Autonomous System Support for Maritime 
Visit, Board, Search and Seizure 
Operations 
Dr. Noel du Toit, NPS 
Emerging Applications of 4K Ultra-high 
Resolution Full Motion Video for 
Unmanned Systems and Remote 
Sensing 
Jeff Weekley, NPS 
Digital Semaphore Dr. Don Brutzman, NPS 
•  10 May 2012 - in conjunction with 
Tenth International Mine Warfare 
Symposium  
•  Industry and Navy labs invited to 
demonstrate technical capabilities 
related to the selected topic areas 
•  Two concepts selected for continued 
development and field experimentation: 
 Aerial Combat Swarms 
 
 Digital Semaphore 





















A grand challenge where tactics drive the technology 
 
•  Develop enabling capabilities for attacking the opponent’s aerial bots and their home base 
while actively defending own home base 
•  Conduct live-fly, outdoor competition in tournament-style event 
•  Seek innovations in tactics, concepts of operations, autonomy algorithms, hardware 
platforms, etc. 






Defeating Inundation with Innovation 
 Utilize a defensive swarm of UAVs 
Revolutionizing Future Concepts for Swarm vs Swarm UAVs 
 Challenge and exceed existing frontiers in autonomous systems 
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Advanced Robotic Systems Engineering Laboratory (ARSENL) 
Countering the Adversary’s Autonomous Systems 





Aerial Combat Swarm vs. Swarm UAV Competition 
     Inspire an ambitious grand challenge initiative 
Goal: Live fly experiment 
50 vs. 50 by 2015! 
Aerial Combat Swarm vs. Swarm UAV Competition 








Fact: Proliferation of unmanned systems is rapidly accelerating 
Fact: Lowering cost admits new players in asymmetric warfare 
Problem: The adversary can potentially exploit  
many inexpensive unmanned systems to challenge 

















Consortium for Robotics and Unmanned
Systems Education and Research
Email: thchung@nps.edu     
Web: http://faculty.nps.edu/thchung 
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Dr. Tim Chung, Research Assistant Michael 
Day, and interns in ARSENL 
Home of the Aerial Combat Swarms 
Grand Challenge 
12 
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Digital Semaphore
Developing Novel Approaches to Quick Response Code (QR Code) 
Image Acquisition using 4K Ultra-high Resolution Video  
for Fleet Tactical Communications with Unmanned Systems    
Initial results: Demonstrated QR codes can be extracted at distances at least 500 
times farther than typical (600’ versus 1-1.25’).  
Findings: Many controllable factors - QR encoding, QR display, sensor, optics, image 
processing, data processing can all be adjusted based on conditions. Additionally, 
Dynamic QR Codes for streaming and moving capture are possible. 
Recommendations: Continued Research Warranted - Adaptive Optics to Extend 
Range past 10K yards, Software for Encode/Decode and Image Processing,  
Continued Field Testing with Unmanned Systems 
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Innovative Concept Generation for leveraging U.S. strengths in the Undersea 
Domain to counter A2AD in Phase 0/1 to include:  
•  Use of undersea domain to deter, disrupt, or break an embargo/quarantine/blockade 
•  Examine undersea options to signal pol/mil intent 
•  Increased ISR from manned and unmanned platforms/systems 
•  Use of manned and unmanned platforms/systems for MILDEC   
•  Holding embargo/quarantine/blockade forces at risk 
•  Disrupting or disabling embargo/quarantine/blockade forces 
•  Focus on low to high-end Phase 1 and preps for Phase 2 
•  Focus on undersea capabilities but recognizing the cross-domain and joint force 
support 
•  Focus on near-term technologies that are quickly transferable to the fleet, while not 
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•  Showcase selected technologies identified in 
    Sept 2012 and Mar 2013 Warfare Innovation Workshops 
 
•  3rd Annual Robots in the Roses Research Fair on 
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•  Held in conjunction with the International Mine 
Warfare Symposium and the CRUSER Technical 
Continuum 
•  Over 20 exhibitors from NPS, DoD, industry and 
international militaries 
•  S.T.E.M. event 
•  Research showcase 
Under Secretary of the Navy the Honorable 
Robert O. Work with LCDR Loren Jacobi, 
NPS Student 
 Carmel High’s FIRST Robotics robot 
 


















Robots in the Roses – Mar 2011 
Girl’s Day In– Mar 2011 
Brownie Troop 30608 – Jan 2012 












































•  Northrop Grumman 
•  NWDC 
•  USNA 
•  SSC Pacific 
•  Raytheon 
•  Robotic Systems Joint Project Office 
•  JHU/Applied Physics Laboratory 
•  Lockheed Martin 
•  NRL 
•  OPNAV N2/N6 
•  Rockwell Collins 
•  USFFC 
•  DUSN 
•  General Dynamics Electric Boat 
•  Joint Integrated Air and Missile Defense Organization 
•  TACOM 
•  Teledyne RDI 
•  University of New Brunswick 
•  USFF 







•  Virginia Tech 
•  California Peace Officer Association 
•  Arizona State University 
•  Avineon, Inc. 
•  German Air Force 
•  COMPACFLT 
•  COMSUBDEVRON TWELVE 
•  Draper Laboratory 
•  Georgia Institute of Technology 
•  Georgia Tech Research Institute 
•  HQMC 
•  iRobot 
•  Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
•  MIT 
•  Northwestern University 
•  NSWC Carderock 
•  Orca Maritime, Inc. 
•  Systems Planning & Analysis, Inc 
Examples of CRUSER Member Organizations 
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!  Advanced Undersea Warfare 
Systems (AUWS) Warfare 
Innovation Workshop 
!  Involved Systems Engineering Analysis 
students as an innovation kick-off to their 
AUWS Capstone Project 
!  Future Unmanned Naval 
Systems (FUNS) War game 
Competition 
!  Sponsored by NPS Chair for Undersea Warfare 
and BATTELLE 
!  Concept generation for the deployment of 
unmanned systems in a future South China Sea 
scenario 
!  All concepts published in a Technical Report 
FUNS Wargame – Mar 2011 
AUWS – Dec 2010  
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!  UxS Employment in Naval Operations 
!  Revolutionary Concept Generation from Evolutionary UxS Technology Changes 
!  Four teams of NPS students, early career engineers from Navy Labs and industry 
!  Identified over 40 revolutionary concepts 
 
 
TEAM BIG DOG 
“Thank you for hosting this event and 
compiling this incredible volume of 
innovative ideas. I will be certain to share 
this with my colleagues in the field and 
our research & development leadership. 
Not only have you given me this great 
resource, a wonderful list of contacts, but 
you have also demonstrated to me how 
innovation is not just a fuzzy buzzword 
but something we can achieve though 
focused effort” 
 - Dan Dutrow, JHU/APL – Team Big Dog 
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!  Counter UAV Concepts 
!  Peregrine or “Air Mine” 
!  Ground Strike UAVs  
!  Project JASON 
!  Information Assurance Concepts 
!  Angel on the Shoulder  
!  Digital Semaphore 
!  Auto-generating Cell Network  
!  Shipping Container C2 Module  
!  ISR Concepts 
!  Tagging, Tracking and Locating 
!  USV ISR and Navigation Support  
!  Glider-Torpedo ISR Platform  
!  Knowledge Management/Data Management Concepts 
!  Information Triage  
!  Data Farming  
!  Crowd Sourcing Fish Finder  
!  Non-kinetic Strike Concepts 
!  Fouling Agents  
!  Jamming or Spoofing/Decoy Ops 
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“Advancing the Design of Undersea Warfare” 
 
•  17 – 20 Sep 2012 Warfare Innovation Workshop 
•  Sponsored by NWDC, NUWC and CRUSER 
•  Directly supports the NWDC Line of Operation in developing the DUSW 
•  Focus on employment of the Undersea Warfare Operating Concept in the War at 
Sea Strategy 
•  Junior officers from NPS and the fleet, early career engineers from Navy 
laboratories and NWC SSG Director’s Fellows 
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“Advancing the Design of Undersea Warfare” 
 
•  Innovative Concept Generation for leveraging U.S. strengths in the Undersea 
Domain to counter A2AD in Phase 0/1 to include:  
•  Use of undersea domain to deter, disrupt, or break an embargo/quarantine/blockade 
•  Examine undersea options to signal pol/mil intent 
•  Increased ISR from manned and unmanned platforms/systems 
•  Use of manned and unmanned platforms/systems for MILDEC   
•  Holding embargo/quarantine/blockade forces at risk 
•  Disrupting or disabling embargo/quarantine/blockade forces 
•  Focus on low to high-end Phase 1 and preps for Phase 2 
•  Focus on undersea capabilities but recognizing the cross-domain and joint force support 
•  Focus on near-term technologies that are quickly transferable to the fleet, while not dismissing 
promising emerging technologies 
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Over 
•  Over 100 Participants from the DC 
area 
•  Commands represented included 
ONR, OSD, NAVAIR, NAVSEA, 
USNA, NPS, NWC, PEO LCS, 
NRL, DOS, JGRE, Navy Staff 
•  Template for future continuing 
education seminars 
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!  NPS students participation in outside experiments and tests 
!  USSOCOM-NPS Field Experimentation Cooperative 
Capabilities Based Experimentation - Tactical Network 
Topology (TNT) 
!  Research & Experimentation for Local & International 
Emergency & First Responders (RELIEF)   
Prof Jamie MacMahon & students with EcoMapper UUV NPS Students at TNT Experiment 
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!  MIO remote sensor control 
demonstration in Singapore 
!  (FY11) 
!  Seaweb experimentation in 
coordination with Singapore 
!  (FY12-13) 




Controlling a SUV in Sweden from Singapore 
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!  NPS Departments offering 
Unmanned System courses 
 
!  Robots in the Roses Research Fair 
!  March 2011, May 2012 
Robots in the Roses – March 2011 
•  Physics 
•  Computer Science 
•  Mechanical & 
Aeronautical 
Engineering 
•  Systems Engineering 
•  Information Systems 
•  Undersea Warfare 
Academic Group 
•  Space Systems 
Academic Group 
•  Modeling, Virtual 
Environments, and 
Simulation (MOVES) 
•  Applied Math 
•  Oceanography 
•  Meteorology 
•  Operations Research 
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!  Passive UxV Navigation using Visual Sensors 
!  Tropical Cyclone Reconnaissance with the Global Hawk:  Operational 
Requirements, Benefits, and Feasibility 
!  Joint Optimization of Sensing and Sampling with Unmanned Undersea 
Vehicles 
!  Roadmap for Reduction of Total Ownership Cost (TOC) to Support 
Acquisition Decisions of Unmanned Autonomous Vehicle - Phase I 
!  Programming the Laws of Armed Conflict (LOAC) for Unmanned 
Systems 
!  Autonomous Multi-vehicle Tactical Surveillance and Support for 
Maritime Visit, Board, Search and Seizure Operations 
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Maritime In Situ Sensing Inter-Operable Network 
Joseph Rice, Naval Postgraduate School 
Objectives 





• Integrate U.S. “Seaweb” and 
Singapore “UNet” networks 
 
Deliverables 
Demonstrate in situ sensor 
networks in Singapore 
Strait 
Payoff to the Navy  
Enable distributed wireless architectures for  
Maritime Domain Awareness and Under-Sea 
Warfare 
Accomplishments to Date 
Developed bilateral project 
plan with National 
University of Singapore 
Milestones 
• MISSION 2012 sea trials 
• MISSION 2013 sea trials 
Picture or Graphic 
Project MISSION 
